The FA205S-PP wireless pendant comes equipped with a lanyard and pull pin which clips to a belt loop. This is in addition to the normal front side push button. Designed for high risk applications, the pull pin will disengage and create an alarm if an attacker attempts to forcibly remove the pendant from the person carrying it. The long life Lithium battery is a commonly available item and is replaceable by the end user. The pendant is fully supervised for both operational readiness and low battery conditions. Every wireless device transmits a periodic “heart beat” signal to the central computer. This level of supervision is important when the lives of others are at stake.

Pendants are available in single and dual button versions

MAN-DOWN OPTION
A version with “man down” detection is also available (FA205S-PPMD). A tilt detector circuit will automatically generate an alarm if the person carrying the pendant is knocked to the ground or falls to the ground in an unconscious state. When the pendant is tilted, a pre-alarm warning beep will sound for 5 seconds. Versions with 15 and 36 second warning periods are also available.

FA205S-PP Specifications:

- Dimensions: 3"h x 1.6 "w x 1"d
- Weight: 2.7 oz.
- Battery: 3.0 volt Lithium
- Typical battery life: 3 to 5 years
- Operating range: 32 deg. to 140 deg. F and up to 95% relative humidity (non-condensing)